Introduction
Database systems are concerned with structured data. Unfortunately, data is still often available in an unstructured manner (e.g., in les) even when it does have a strong internal structure (e.g., electronic documents or programs). In a previous paper 2], we focussed on the use of high-level query languages to access such les and developed optimization techniques to do so. In this paper, we consider how structured data stored in les can be updated using database update languages.
The interest of using database languages to manipulate les is twofold. First, it opens database systems to external data. This concerns data residing in les or data transiting on communication channels and possibly coming from other databases 2]. Secondly, it provides high level query/update facilities to systems that usually rely on very primitive linguistic support. (See 6] for recent works in this direction). Similar motivations appear in 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21] In a previous paper, we introduced the notion of structuring schemas as a mean of providing a database view on structured data residing in a le. A structuring schema consists of a grammar together with semantic actions (in a database language). We also showed how queries on les expressed in a high-level query language (O 2 -SQL 3]) could be evaluated e ciently using variations of standard database optimization techniques. The problem of update was mentioned there but remained largely unexplored. This is the topic of the present paper.
We argue that updates on les can be expressed conveniently using high-level database update languages that work on the database view of the le. The key problem is how to propagate an update speci ed on the database (here a view) to the le (here the physical storage). As a rst step, we propose a naive way of update propagation: the database view of the le is materialized; the update is performed on the database; the database is \unparsed" to produce an updated le. For this, we develop an unparsing technique. The problems that we meet while developing this technique are related to the well-known view update problem. ( See, for instance 9, 10, 16, 23] .) The technique relies on the existence of an inverse mapping from the database to the le. We show that the existence of such an inverse mapping results from the use of restricted structuring schemas. The naive technique presents two major drawbacks. It is ine cient: it entails intense data construction and unparsing, most of which dealing with data not involved in the update. It may result in information loss: information in the le, that is not recorded in the database, may be lost in the process. The major contribution of this paper is a combination of techniques that allows to minimize both the data construction and the unparsing work. First, we brie y show how optimization techniques from 2] can be used to focus on the relevant portion of the database and to avoid constructing the entire database. Then we show that for a class of structuring schemas satisfying a locality condition, it is possible to carefully circumscribe the unparsing.
Some of the results in the paper are negative. They should not come as a surprise since we are dealing with complex theoretical foundations: language theory (for parsing and unparsing), and rst-order logic (for database languages). However, we do present positive results for particular classes of structuring schemas. We believe that the restrictions imposed on these schemas are very acceptable in practice. (For instance, all \real" examples of structuring schemas that we examined are local.)
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the update problem and the structuring schemas; in Section 3, a naive technique for update propagation and the unparsing technique. Section 4 introduces a locality condition, and presents a more ecient technique for propagating updates in local structuring schemas. The last section is a conclusion.
Getting Started
We are interested in les that have strong inner structure (e.g., electronic documents, programs, SGML les). Our goal is to use the inner structure of les for providing high level and e cient update interface to the data in the le. Bibliography les constitute an example of semi-structured data with which all researchers are well acquainted. Consider for example a bibliography le in the BibTex format 18]. An entry in the le is a string of the following form: @InproceedingsfTLE90; author = \A: Toto and B: Lulu"; title = \On Weird Dependencies"; booktitle = stoc; year = \1990"g:
Viewing this information as a database provides both modeling and processing bene ts. In 2, 7] we studied the use of database query languages to manipulate les. In this paper, we study updates. A bibliography database may contain a class of References, with reference objects that have attributes like Key, Authors, etc. Now, suppose that we want to check for each paper, whether there exists a more recent version, and add to the outdated reference a note pointing to the newer version. This can be easily formulated using a database update language and the join-like facilities built in such languages:
Update r1.Notes := concat(r1.Notes,\ later version in ", r2.Key) From r1 in References, r2 in References Where r1.Title = r2.Title and r1.Authors = r2.Authors and r1.Year < r2.Year Note that we use here some rather trivial criteria to detect earlier versions. Even for such simple ones, the reader may consider how this would be speci ed in his/her favorite editor. E.g., how would you code this in an emacs macro?
We next present the Structuring schema (introduced in 2]) that are used to specify mappings between portions of the le and database elements.
Structuring Schemas
Structuring schemas o er a database view on structured data residing in les. A structuring schema (SS for short) consists of a context-free grammar annotated with one semantic action per rule, and one type per non-terminal. The grammar describes the structure of the le (we assume that the grammar is reduced). The annotation speci es the relationship between the grammar non terminals and their database representation. More precisely, it associates to each derivation rule A ! A 1 ; : : :; A n a statement describing how the database representation of a word derived from this rule is constructed using the database representations of the subwords derived from A 1 ; : : :; A n . Non-terminals appear between brackets (e.g., hRefi), constant tokens appear between quotes, (e.g., \@Inproceedingsf"), and base tokens are preceded by the # symbol (e.g., #String). Base tokens correspond to database basic types and their appropriated typed value is returned by the lexical analysis (which we are not considering here). For the action part of the rules we use a Yacc-like notation. In the example, the $$ symbol in the action part of a rule represents the data returned by this rule. A $i symbol represents the data returned by the ith non-terminal or base token in the right hand-side of the rule. According to the above structuring schema, the database view of a BibTex le is a set containing one element per bibliographical reference. A reference is represented by a tuple with one attribute per BibTex eld.
We now formally describe the types and actions. SSs were rst introduced in 2] with a more general notion of types. To simplify the presentation, we mostly ignore here some aspects considered in the original framework: union of types, objects/classes/inheritance. We brie y consider them in section 5. We next de ne the semantic actions that we consider in this paper. Actions are de ned using functions over database types. In the following de nition, some of the functions are described explicitly (e.g. set/tuple constructors). Others are only referenced as belonging to a prede ned set of functions F. The reason for distinguishing between these two classes of functions will become clear in the sequel. At this point, we may assume that F includes addition, subtraction, division, multiplication over int or real; and the entire complex value algebra 1]. Standard issues such as type checking of actions will not be considered here.
De nition: The actions are terms formed as follows:
1. each $i is an action, each database constant is an action.
2. with standard type restrictions, if a 1 ; :::; a n are actions fa 1 ; :::; a n g is an action (set construction), and similarly for lists and bags; A 1 : a 1 ; :::; A n : a n ] is an action (tuple construction); cons(a 1 ; a 2 ) is an action; it adds an element a 1 to the collection (set,list,bag) a 2 ; a 1 a 2 is an action (union of sets/bags, concatenation of lists); a 1 jja 2 is an action (string concatenation); f(a 1 ; :::; a n ) for f 2 F is an action.
In the paper, we will mostly prove results for F = ;. Sometimes, we consider problems occurring from introducing some operations (such as projection or join) in F. When considering extensions such as objects, we will have to enrich the action language. As explained in 2], a SS de nes a mapping, denoted parse, from the set of strings accepted by the grammar to the set of databases of appropriate type. (This assumes that the parsing always terminates which is reasonable since the language is context-free.)
Note that there may be several parse-trees for the same word (due to ambiguities in the grammar). From a practical viewpoint, one can assume that parse tries the rules in some prede ned order and so, that parse is indeed a mapping. From a theoretical view point, it is di cult to investigate properties of structuring schema taking into account the order of rules, since even very simple properties of parse become undecidable, e.g: given a rule r, is there a successful parsing of a word (taking into account the order of rules) that uses r. 1 We therefore concentrate on a relation that ignores the order of rules. Given a SS S, a nonterminal T 0 , a le f and a value v, f ; S;T 0 v, indicates that there exists a parse-tree of word f rooted at T 0 and yielding the database value v. When S is understood, f ; S;T v is 1 This can be proved by reduction from the undecidability of testing containment of context-free languages.
simply written f ; T v. For T 0 the start symbol, f ; S;T 0 v is sometimes written f ; S v. When both S is understood and the start symbol is meant, we sometimes use f ; v. The value v s.t. f ; v is called the database view of le f. We next explain how updates speci ed on the database view of the le are propagated to the le. Remark 2.1 In this paper, we are interested in the e ects of updates on the database, and in the propagation of these e ects to the le. We are not concerned by the language used to specify updates. (Any SQL-like language could be considered.) To simplify, we rst assume that the database instance can be viewed as a tree, and elements in the database as subtrees of this tree. We also assume that updates are expressions of the form replace(db; e; e 0 ) where (i) db is the tree representation of the database, (ii) e is a subtree rooted in some vertex of db and (iii) e 0 is a subtree of the same type. In section 5 we brie y consider objects that turn database trees into graphs. 2 
Naive Propagation and Unparsing
We rst propose a naive solution based on a technique (namely unparsing) that will be extensively used in the entire paper. The naive way of propagating an update from database to le is to perform the following three steps (See Figure 1 ): (i) materialization of the database (i.e., parsing of the le using the SS, and construction of the entire database); (ii) updating of the database; and (iii) unparsing of the new database to produce an updated le. We already know how to perform the rst two steps. In this section, we present the unparsing technique required for the third step. This is an adaptation to our context of folklore techniques from parsing.
Unparsing
The goal of the unparsing of a database db (given a SS with start symbol T 0 ) is to produce a le f such that f ; T 0 db. We rst consider a restricted case where the set of functions F used in the SS is empty, i.e. only basic constructors are used in the action part of rules. The case where F is not empty is considered next. The unparsing process uses an auxiliary notion of matching, and a matching algorithm. We start by describing the matching algorithm, and later use it in the unparsing algorithm.
Matching for F = ;
Let t be an action term containing constants and variables (i.e. $i's), and using some of the following constructors: set, tuple, bag, cons (for sets, lists or bags), union (for sets or bags), and concatenation (for lists or strings). Let v be a data value. A matching for t and v is an assignment of values for the $i variables occurring in t, such that (t) = v. For instance, let t = f\a"jj\b"jj$1;\b"jj$2g and v = f\bcd"; \abc"g. The assignment ($1) = \c"; ($2) = \cd" is a matching for t and v.
The notion of matching that we use here is rather standard. The only special thing is that the algorithm computing the matching must take into account the properties of the set, bag and list constructors (e.g., commutativity, idempotence and associativity of the set constructor). Matchings are computed by a recursive function match(t; v) sketched below.
Basis: The basis of the recursion is as follows. Recursion: The recursion works as follows. To match a term t = f(t 1 ; :::; t n ) against a value v, match(t; v) tries to nd sequences of values v 1 ; v 2 ; : : :; v n such that (i) v = f(v 1 ; :::; v n ), (ii) for each i = 1 : : :n, v i matches t i , and (iii) the matchings are compatible (i.e., do not assign distinct values to the same variable).
Observe that, since F = ;, for each data value v and each n-ary constructor f used in the action part, one can easily construct the nite set of candidate sequences v 1 ; :::; v n such that v = f(v 1 ; :::; v n ). For instance, if f is set construction, (i.e. t = ft 1 ; :::; t n g), then either v is a set with more than n members, in which case no sequence satisfying (i) exists and is empty; or v is a set containing n or less elements, in which case contains all sequences of elements in v such that each element occurs in the sequence at least once. We then use the recursion to select the sequences in satisfying (ii) and (iii).
Observe that the above matching algorithm either fails or returns a set of appropriate assignments for the variables in t.
Unparsing for F = ; We next describe the unparsing algorithm for F = ;. Let -default str S (T) returns a \default" string that can be parsed with the grammar of S using T as a start symbol. Since we only consider reduced grammars, such a string can be built for every non-terminal T. (This function is used when some $i does not occur in the action and thus is not constrained by the matching.)
-strs i], for each i, contains the string resulting either from the unparsing for $i or using the default value. The function build str(strs, r) uses these strings to construct a string that that can be parsed using rule r to yield the target data value. When the unparsing procedure terminates, we obtain a Bibtex le containing entries for all the references in the unparsed set v.
Note that the unparsing algorithm may require time exponential in the size of the unparsed value. This clearly motivates studying techniques to minimize the size of elements being unparsed. We will present such techniques in Section 4.
Unparsing for F 6 = ;
The above unparsing algorithm applies to SS where the semantic actions of rules use only basic constructors (i.e. F is empty). We next consider the case where actions can use other operations as well. It turns out that this makes the unparsing much more di cult.
The problem of deciding for a structuring schema S whose start symbol is T 0 and a value v whether there exists a string s for which s ; T 0 v is called the unparsing problem. The unparsing algorithm presented above solves the problem for the case where F is empty. (The algorithm succeeds in uparsing v i such s exists). The di culty of the problem for non empty F is demonstrated by: Theorem 3.1 The unparsing problem is undecidable for structuring schemas where F contains the operations join and projection.
The proof is by reduction from the problem of testing if the intersection of two context-free languages is empty.
Can the unparsing algorithm be accommodated to handle some cases where F is not empty ? Consider some function f be in F. The core of the technique is to nd the matchings. We are lead to match a term f(t 1 ; :::; t n ) with some value v, and so to compute f ?1 (v). The issue is thus the existence of some inverse for f.
For instance, consider the above undecidabilty theorem. It uses join and projection for which inverses are not nite. This is a rst cause of failure of the technique. It turns out that the unparsing algorithm (modi ed to handle functions in F) may not terminate even when the functions in F have recursive inverses (i.e. for each f in F and each v, f ?1 (v) is nite and computable). We illustrate this second cause of failure with an example. Consider the structuring schema:
A ! A\:" f$$ := increment($1)g j f$$ := 5)g If we try to unparse v = 4, we loop forever, trying rst to match 4 against increment($1) (assigning 3 to $1), then matching 3 against increment($1) (assigning 2 to $1), then matching 2, 1, 0, ?1, etc.
In the above example, it seems that for such functions, we have to add some condition of \bounded monotonicity" for the functions in F to avoid entering in nite loops. We do not pursue this direction in the present paper.
Information Loss and Constraints
We can make the following observations on the unparsing algorithm:
Loss of information: The algorithm returns one solution although there may be other strings that would generate the same value. This is because di erent les may have the same database image. In particular, the decision to represent a sequence of strings from a le by a database bag or set (vs. list), has a clear impact on the interpretation of the data, and leads to some information loss.
A SS is said to be lossless if for every f; f 0 , f ; T 0 v and f 0 ; T 0 v implies that f = f 0 . This is a useful property of SSs. It states that the database captures essentially all the information contained in the le, and thus two di erent les never have the same database representation.
Constraints: The unparsing process may fail after a modi cation accepted by the database.
This happens when the update satis es the typing restriction posed by the database schema, but the modi ed database is no longer a possible image of some le (according to the structuring schema). Consider the following structuring schema with one rule: S ! stringf$$ := set($1)g Suppose that we have a singleton set containing one string, say \Peter", and we insert \Mary". We then attempt to unparse the value f \Peter", \Mary" g. This will fail since the parser constructs singleton sets only.
A structuring schema is said to be constraint-free, if for each database db over the domain of the database types associated to its grammar, there exists a le f such that f ; T 0 db. This is also a useful property of structuring schemas. It states that each database of the proper type is \legal", i.e, is the image of some le. In particular, this implies that every valid update on the database can be propagated to the le.
Lossless and constraint freedom are useful properties. Unfortunately, they are undecidable. Because of this undecidability, we are interested in properties that guarantee lossless and constraint freedom, or at least make the test for them decidable. We start by considering lossless. We present below an important class of lossless schemas. Note that we will have to impose severe restrictions to avoid information loss. (Observe for instance that the set and bag constructions, used in nontrivial manner, have to be ruled out because of mathematical properties of these constructors such as commutativity). We de ne a class of lossless schemas using the following auxiliary notion:
De nition: A SS is rule-split i for each non terminal T and rules r 1 , r 2 de ning T, the set of values obtained by derivations starting from T with rules r 1 and r 2 resp., are disjoint.
De nition: A SS is in class LossLess-1 if the following holds: It is important to note that it is possible to check whether a schema is in this class. Proof: (Sketch) Conditions (1) and (2) are syntactic and easy to check. Condition (3) is tested by reduction to a problem on (non-deterministic bottom-up) tree-automata, using the facts that tree automata are closed under boolean operations, and that test for emptiness is decidable. 2
It is also possible to test for constraint-freedom of schemas in class of LossLess-1. Theorem 3.5 One can decide if a structuring schema in class LossLess-1 is constraint-free.
Proof: (Sketch) The proof is by reduction to the emptiness test for (non-deterministic bottom-up) tree-automata, using the facts that tree automata are closed under boolean operations, and that emptiness test is decidable. 2 
Update Propagation
In this section, we study the optimization of the propagation of updates (speci ed on the database) to the le. We mostly concentrate on minimizing unparsing. For that, we introduce a notion of correspondence between databases and parse-trees, a locality property (that is in general undecidable), and a large class of structuring schemas that are local.
The previous section provided a technique for update propagation: (i) compute the database (if this has not been done yet), (ii) perform the update, and (iii) unparse the database. This brute force solution presents two serious drawbacks: (1) we may have to construct the entire database although the update may involve only a small part of it; and (2) we may have to unparse the entire database although the update may change only a small part of it. Figure 2 illustrates the optimized update propagation technique. Observe in the gure that we minimize the database construction by building only a relevant portion of the database (a solution to (1)); and we minimize unparsing by focusing on the updated part of the database (a solution to (2)).
A technique for minimizing the database construction when querying a le was presented in 2]. When updates are considered, things work similarly. We therefore only explain the process brie y, and will mainly concentrate on the minimization of unparsing. The key idea is that an update on the database can be performed in two steps. First, a query is invoked. The query selects the database elements that need to be updated, and computes the new values for these elements. The result of the query consists of sets of pairs (e; e 0 ), where e is a vertex in the database-tree, and e 0 is the new value for the vertex. Once this is computed, the updates are performed, and the old values are replaced by the new ones.
In the query phase, we apply the optimization technique of 2] to avoid constructing the whole database. (This is achieved by using variants of standard optimization techniques such as \pushing selections").
At the database level, an update is a replacement of one subtree e of the database-tree by a new tree e 0 . In order to propagate such an update to the le, one would be tempted to try to nd the subparse-tree(s) corresponding to e and replace it(them) by the result of the unparsing of e 0 . There are several di culties in following this approach. First we have to de ne what \a subtree that corresponds to a database element e" means. Second, we have to make sure that the parse-tree obtained by the subtree replacement is valid and that it indeed yields the correct updated database.
In particular, to pursue the development along these lines, we have to make more precise the correspondence between vertexes in the parse-tree and in the database-tree. Consider for example the following rule of a structuring schema:
A ! BCDE f$$ := a1 : a1 1 : \abc"; a1 2 : f$1; $2g]; a2 : $3; a3 : $3]g Figure 3 shows a possible occurrence of a parse-tree and a database-tree constructed using this rule. The curved lines describe the correspondence between the database elements and the nodes in the parse tree. The root of the database tree (the constructed triple) corresponds to the A-vertex in the parse-tree. The correspondence between database and parse-tree vertexes is complex: many-1: One database element may correspond to several vertexes in the parse-tree (e.g., if $1 and $2 return the same value v 1 , then the value of attribute a1 2 is a singleton set and its member corresponds to both B? and C?vertexes). 0-1: On the other hand, there may be database elements that do not have any corresponding vertex in the parse-tree (e.g., the value of attribute a1).
1-many: The D-vertex has two corresponding database vertexes (attributes a 2 and a 3 ).
While in the database level, the two attributes are in principle independent (and can be modi ed separately), the action requires that their values be identical. 1-0: Finally, observe that the E-vertex in the parse-tree has no corresponding vertex in the database-tree since $4 does not occur in the action. The idea underlying the notion of correspondence is very procedural. We start from the leaves of the two trees, and follow the construction of actions, remembering as much as possible the correspondences between vertexes in lower levels of the tree and using this information to determine correspondence between nodes at higher levels. In particular, it is possible to modify the parsing algorithm to have it compute such correspondences. This is rather straightforward with F = ;. When F is not empty, one also has to specify for each f 2 F how the correspondence is a ected.
Due to space limitations, we do not present here the full algorithm and the formal de nition. (It is a rather straightforward but tedious exercise to derive the formal de nition from the procedure computing the correspondence). Now, let us consider again the idea of propagating an update by replacing the subparse- The attribute A contains a singleton set, and its corresponding vertex in the parse-tree is labeled by S 1 . Now assume that the attribute A is updated and a new element is inserted into the set. Note that the new set can not be unparsed w.r.t S 1 (since S 1 only builds singleton sets). Thus the update cannot be propagated by replacing the subtree rooted at S 1 by a new subtree. The updated propagation requires a more involved modi cation. The parsetree above S 1 has to be modi ed since we need to replace the use of the rst rule of S by the use of the second. For most practical purposes, this kind of structuring schemas may be avoided. It is indeed natural to assume that an update only has local e ects. This is captured by the locality property described below.
De nition 4.1 A structuring schema S is local i for every le f, every parse tree p of f (using the schema S), its corresponding database-tree db, and every vertex e in db, the following hold:
(L-1) e has at least one corresponding vertex in the parse-tree p, and all its corresponding vertexes are labeled with the same nonterminal T.
(L-2) for each database db 0 obtained by replacing in db the subtree e by some e 0 of the same type, db 0 is legal 4 i unparse S (T; e 0 ) succeeds.
Observe that if a structuring schema is local, one can propagate an update from the database to the le as follows:
Algorithm Local-Update:
Computes unparse(T; e 0 ). If the unparsing fails, rejects the update. Else, replace in the parse-tree p all the subtrees corresponding to e by new subtrees corresponding to e 0 .
Unfortunately, it turns out (by reduction from the problem of testing if the intersection of two context free languages is empty) that: Theorem 4.1 Locality is undecidable for structuring schemas (even for F = ;).
To conclude this section, we describe a class of structuring schemas that have the locality property. Observe that this class is general enough to capture the class of electronic document applications that motivated this research.
De nition 4.2 A schema is Local-1 if: (A-1) at most one occurrence of one constructor is used in each action, and F = ;; (A-2) for each two distinct nonterminals, T 1 ; T 2 , their associated types are distinct; (A-3) for each rule, each $i occurs at most once in the action.
Due to space limitation, the proof of the following result is omitted. Theorem 4.2 Each Local-1 structuring schema is local.
The Local-Update algorithm can be used to propagate updates in Local-1 SS. From an implementation viewpoint, we can assume that the actions in the structuring schema are modi ed so that an auxiliary data structure giving for each vertex in the database-tree the set of corresponding vertexes in the parse-tree is constructed while parsing the le.
We conclude this section with one remark on the relaxation of the constraints on Local-1 schemas and one on some standard updates. Remark 4.3 The most critical limitation seems to be (A-2). For instance, one may nd it useful to use in di erent parts of a document two sequences of strings with di erent syntax (one sequence with the symbol \," separating between the strings, and another with the word \and" separating them). In fact, if the two non terminals appear in strictly \separated" parts of the document, the restriction can be relaxed, while still preserving locality. Now consider relaxing (A-1). First suppose that more than one constructors are used in a rule. This may result in database values not corresponding to any vertex in the parse-tree. As a consequence, we may have to unparse more than necessary and be forced to reconsider (A-2) in non-trivial ways. It is somewhat more tricky to relax the condition F = ; as has been illustrated in the previous section on unparsing.
Relaxing (A-3) may result in having parse-tree vertexes matching several database elements, (as shown in Figure 3) , and thus the modi ed le may yield a value that di ers from the modi ed database. To prevent that we have to parse the updated le, and make sure that the resulting database is indeed the updated one (if not, the update is rejected). 2 Remark 4.4 Consider standard update operations, such as modifying an attribute of a tuple, or adding/deleting members of a set. A modi cation of a tuple attribute leads, in our framework, to unparsing the new value of the attribute, and \plugging" the resulting subparse-tree in the appropriate location. Clearly, this is optimal. Now consider a deletion from a set. For instance, Consider the parse-tree and databasetree in Figure 4 . Assume that we want to delete the author Lulu from the collection. Observe that deleting Lulu from the database entails more than just deleting the corresponding vertex in the parse-tree. It turns out that the use SGML-like grammars with explicit collection vertices (the \*" of SGML) simpli es the issue. 2 
Conclusion
We studied in the paper a general framework for propagating updates speci ed logically on a database, to a le that actually stores the data (in a structured manner). We provided general techniques for unparsing database values, and studied optimization techniques. The most important, from a practical viewpoint, is the presentation of a large class of schemas where unparsing can be performed locally.
Even with locality, update propagation may introduce a number of unnecessary changes to the le. For instance, when a set is modi ed (by insertion/deletion), we may need to unparse the entire set and possibly modify elements that were not explicitly involved in the update. It is possible to use a \guided unparsing" technique to reduce the di erence between the original parse-tree and the updated one. The idea is to use the original parse-tree to guide the unparsing of the updated database portion thereby minimizing the changes.
To simplify the presentation we considered here a rather simple type system without objects and union types. Objects can be easily introduced without modifying substantially the framework. On the other hand, the introduction of union types is more challenging.
To conclude, we examine the possibility of using structuring schemas to provide a view mechanism in an heterogeneous context. It is reasonable to assume that a database model is delivered together with some grammar describing a possible representation of the database in a le. Indeed, database systems often provide gateways to le systems under the form of data loaders and sophisticated dump (e.g., 22]). Furthermore, it is now becoming customary that the input or output les follow some structuring standard such as SGML (e.g., 22]). Now suppose that we have a database db in some rst model (e.g., relational) and want to provide access to this data through a view V iew in another model (e.g., object-oriented).
For this, we need the structuring schemas for the two models. Assume rst that the two schemas use the same grammar and di er only in their semantic actions. Now, suppose that we want to propagate an update from the view to the database. The real database (e.g. the relational) is unparsed entirely using its structuring schema. Now we are in the situation of the paper, we have a le (in fact we already have the parse-tree) and a database view of it. The update on the view is propagated to the parse-tree using the structuring schema of the view. It remains to propagate the update to the real database. This direction of update propagation (from le to database) is rather straightforward and was not considered here; it can be performed using standard techniques from incremental parsing.
Finally, assume that the grammars for the two schemas are di erent. In such cases, a translation phase must be added. 
